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Abstract 
The article examines dynamic changes taking place in the linguistic landscape of Kazan, Russia, giving special attention to the 
introduction of English lexical elements and English translations from Russian and Tatar into the formerly bilingual urban linguistic 
environment as a reflection of current globalization trends. A number of socio-cultural, economic and political factors shaping the 
linguistic landscape of an emerging global city accounts for the specificity of using English elements in the multilingual system. 
Quantitative analysis of 8 spheres of business activity and company names has enabled us to draw clear conclusions about the 
process of shaping the linguistic landscape of an emerging global city. 
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1. Introduction 
The ‘global city’ phenomenon and the issue of importing ‘foreign’ cultures/languages into the original 
homogeneous linguistic-cultural urban environments by means of translation are vital to understanding how national 
identities are affected by globalization in urban areas. Translations from/ into English appearing in the existing 
linguistic system of a given community entering the global market present a very interesting object of research, 
marking the initial stage of linguistic globalization and introduction of English as lingua franca in a new geographic 
location. 
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The object of our research – the linguistic landscape of Kazan, capital city of Tatarstan Republic, Russia, has been 
selected purportedly, as an urban agglomeration representing a unique blend of Russian and Tatar linguistic cultures 
affected by the introduction of Anglicization trends due to a number of socio-political and economic factors. Russian 
and Tatar as two official languages spoken in the Republic of Tatarstan constitute the basis of its linguistic 
environment; however, the presence of English and the role of English translations in the linguistic landscape of the 
city have been increasing in significance over the past couple of decades.  
The purpose of our research is therefore to analyze the reflection of globalization trends in the linguistic landscape 
of Kazan and assess the pragmatic potential of newly introduced English lexical units as opposed to the more 
conventionally employed Russian and Tatar vocabulary. It should be stressed, however, that it is too early to speak 
about full-fledged multilingualism in Kazan, which is only emerging as a ‘global city’. Still, the appearance of English 
translations in public signs and other elements of urban cultural landscape testifies to the fact that globalization trends 
are gaining momentum in the region and will not take long to evolve into something more structurally coherent, 
encompassing not just the lexical system of English, but consequently including the whole of this new language into 
the multilingual environment of Kazan. 
2. History and relevance 
The questions of urban public space, urban communication and socio-cultural ecology of urban communities have 
been studied in Weber (1978, 1986), Schutz (1970), Parsons (1996 and 1996a), Taub et al. (1984), Waldinger and 
Bozorgmehr (1996), Mitchell (2004, 2005), Smith (2005), Conradson and Latham (2005). According to Frisby (2002), 
the understanding of a city as text, as a ‘potentially decipherable constellation of signs and symbols’ has been 
circulating in various studies on this topic since the nineteenth century (Frisby, 2002, p. 15). Over the past several 
decades linguistic landscapes of Russian cities and regions have come into focus of several research papers, including 
works on Tatar sociolinguistics (Nizamov, 2006, 2008) and anthroponomy (Galiullina and Badretdinov, 2008). 
However no solid studies have been conducted to describe the sociolinguistic trends underlying the transition 
processes in the linguistic landscape of Kazan from bilingualism towards multilingualism as part of general 
globalization movement. An attempt at general description of globalization issues affecting multilingual environments 
in general and Kazan in particular, as well as cultural identity changes has been undertaken in Aristova (2016). In this 
paper, we will be analyzing a larger scope of empirical data with special attention given to the role of English in the 
urban linguistic landscape of Kazan.  
3. Defining linguistic landscape 
In very general terms, linguistic landscape may be defined as ‘visibility and salience of languages on public and 
commercial signs in a given territory or region’ (Landry, & Bourhis, 1997, p. 23). The concept of linguistic landscape 
as a collection of visual manifestations of languages used in bi- or multilingual societies has been studied in Spolsky 
and Cooper (1991), Shohamy and Gorter (2009), Ben-Rafael et al. (2006). It should be mentioned, however, that direct 
description of all public signs and posters in any given language might not be truly relevant to creating a coherent 
picture of a local linguistic landscape. Rather, one should be looking at signs that show influences of one language on 
another, as the original technical scope of the term ‘linguistic landscape’ presupposes the involvement of multiple 
languages in a given geographic location. For the purpose of our research, we will be referring to the definition 
suggested in Backhaus (2007), where linguistic landscape is presented as a system of written signs used in the public 
sphere of urban environment and performing two main functions: a symbolic and an informative one. According to 
Kasanga (2012), the languages used in public signs indicate what languages are locally relevant, or give evidence of 
what languages are becoming locally relevant. In other words, the density or degree of presence exhibited by a certain 
language within a linguistic landscape is an indicator of its significance, power and relevance in society. In Shohamy 
and Gorter (2009) it is stated that the linguistic landscape presents an objective picture of multilingualism in the minds 
of local population (Shohamy, & Gorter, 2009, p. 110). Being a symbolic tool as well, it may serve as an indicator of 
current trends taking place within given social groups, communities, geographical regions or even countries at large. 
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4. The English language and globalization of urban linguistic landscape 
Within the framework of modern globalization trends, English is starting to play an ever more significant role in 
almost every local linguistic landscape, affecting the conventional language distribution patterns in various ways.  
There are several levels on which English may enter the linguistic landscape of a given geographic locality:  
 
x As graphic representations of English by means of alphabet or separate letters, transcriptions or transliterations of 
both English words and those in local languages; 
x As English morphemes added to or blended into the vocabulary of other local languages; 
x As separate English lexical units used side by side with lexical units of other languages;  
x As texts in English without any inclusions of elements from other languages. 
 
The issue of ‘importing’ English into the original linguistic-cultural environments of cities gaining global exposure 
due to hosting worldwide events, entering global markets and facing the ever-increasing immigration rate, is vital to 
understanding how national identities are affected by globalization in urban areas.  
If the initial linguistic-cultural environment has already been bi- or multilingual, the distribution patterns of English 
vs. local languages may rely heavily on matters of social prestige, economic or social benefits associated with English 
as lingua franca, and national identity and status issues that reflect the community’s social hierarchy and traditional 
values. In multilingual countries/communities, multilingual signs are already taken for granted, being a marketing tool 
for attracting as many customers as possible within a multilingual community. In many cases, the presence of 
multilingual signs and inscriptions reflects the expectations of a multilingual readership. On the other hand, language 
distribution patterns may result in monolingual signs in different languages, written in relevant languages found within 
a multilingual community. According to Backhaus (2007), some signs are not meant to be understood so much as to 
appeal to readers via a more prestigious language (Backhaus 2007, p. 58). Another interesting instance connected with 
matters of social prestige attached to English as a majority language, consists in the fact that certain signs may be 
spelled in a particular way in order to convey the ‘aura’ of this more socially prestigious language. The visibility of 
using English in such cases may be either genuine or fictional, but such stylized signs are still meant to be understood 
by monolinguals. In the business sphere, choosing the company name or brand name using the more socially 
prestigious language may have direct bearing on the amount of profit a company is going to make and how successful 
it may turn out to be.  
5. Current linguistic situation in Tatarstan and its bearing on the linguistic landscape of Kazan 
The Tatar language has evolved from a language of agricultural commune, first into a cultural minority language 
in the Soviet industrialization era and then into one of the two state languages in the Republic of Tatarstan. Literary 
Tatar language has been created at the beginning of the 20th century. Up until 1927 the graphic basis of Tatar alphabet 
had been the Arabic script that was later on replaced by Latin alphabet with certain inclusions of special characters, 
and in 1939 Cyrillic alphabet came to serve as the basis for Tatar writing. In 2004–2013 a special governmental 
program was designed to foster this minority language and promote its use as a state language of Tatarstan in various 
spheres of social life, education, judicial and legislative systems, etc. Still, despite all these efforts, Tatar comes only 
second after Russian, and the number of its speakers is gradually declining, as more and more people choose to 
communicate using the more socially prestigious majority language – Russian.  
The uniqueness of Tatarstan’s linguistic status quo is reflected in the seemingly self-excluding trends: that of 
globalization (Anglicization or Westernization as it is sometimes termed) and glocalization, to use the term introduced 
in Roberson (1992). Numerous English borrowings in the linguistic landscape of Kazan present an excellent basis for 
introducing transcriptions, transliterations, contaminations of original lexical units, which result in replenishing the 
traditional concepts and nominations by borrowed Western ones. On the other hand, glocalization is reflected in not 
only the people’s striving for preserving the original ethnic and cultural values, but promoting their Tatar ethnicity to 
the outside world. The analytical character of the Tatar language makes it possible to incorporate Tatar lexemes into 
Russian and English signs adding a unique flavor to the whole textual unit. 
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6. English in Kazan road signs as a marker of an evolving global city 
As it was mentioned above, the national policy of Tatarstan republic aimed at preserving and promoting the Tatar 
language in various spheres of public life, demands that road signs and street names be represented in both state 
languages of the republic. Therefore most road signs put up before 2000s are bilingual. Following the rapid 
development of international tourism in Tatarstan, fuelled by Kazan’s Millenium Anniversary in 2005, the first road 
signs in English appeared in the streets of Kazan, pointing to the most sought after tourist destinations and 
infrastructural objects in the city, like the airport or the railway station, etc. Such trilingual road signs saw a 
considerable increase in their numbers due to major international events taking place in Kazan in the following years, 
the 2013 Universiade being the most significant one for the city’s tourism and hospitality industries.  
The demand for tourist-friendly urban environment that could facilitate the process of getting out and about for 
thousands of foreign visitors of the World Student Games has led to vast expansion of English translations in Kazan 
street signs. It seemed like every possible road sign and company name connected with the Universiade were 
instantaneously translated into English, as new road signs were put up very fast and started puzzling first the English-
speaking residents of Kazan, and then even tourists. The fact was, most of such “translations” were actually 
transliterations of Russian street names bearing little or no resemblance to the actual English language and could be 
used by foreign visitors to Kazan only for phonetic purposes of pronouncing difficult geographic names correctly. For 
example, visitors arriving by car were greeted by a road sign: ‘Республика Татарстан – Respublika Tatarstan’ 
where the transliterated non-English word ‘respublika’ actually meant ‘republic’ and could easily be substituted by 
it. A no less puzzling case was represented in the road signs leading to the city center that had three variants of the 
English translation and spelling for the word ‘center’ in different parts of the city: ‘Центр – Centr’, ‘Центр - Center’ 
and ‘Центр - Centre’. Tourists arriving by train were supposed to follow a mysterious sign at the railway station: 
‘Выход в город – Exit in city’ whereas in reality the sign showed the way to the city which tourists were invited to 
follow. The principal venue for the Universiade, where sportsmen were staying for the duration of the Games, the 
Universiade Village, also presented an example of inconsistent English translation policy. While the top of its 
residential buildings bore the correct translation: ‘Деревня Универсиады – Universiade Village’, the road sign leading 
to it read, ‘Деревня Универсиады – University Village’ and could easily confuse first-time visitors who were not 
familiar with the area.  
Another vital point connected with English road sign translations for the 2013 Universiade is total absence of 
translations for abbreviations present in the Russian names. For instance, in the road sign ‘с/к Олимпиец – Olimpiyets’, 
‘c/к Ватан – Vatan’, the Russian abbreviation ‘c/к’ is easily understandable and means ‘спортивный комплекс’ 
(sports complex). Similarly, ‘МКДЦ’ (Межрегиональный клинико-диагностический центр - Inter-regional 
clinical diagnostics center) was and is still left without an English translation on the road sign leading to it. Equally 
bizarre is the omission of translation of the abbreviated word ‘поселок’ (village/township/settlement) on the road sign 
‘п.Юдино - Yudino’.  
The issue of word order in English street names translations presents a certain interest diachronically, as well as 
synchronically. In most road signs, the word order of the English language is violated and the word ‘street’ comes 
before the actual street name, just like in Russian. Most probably, the word order question was overlooked for the 
purpose of poster layout uniformity. For example, ‘Ул. Ибрагимова – Str.Ibragimova’ (Ibragimov street) or 
‘Ул.Можайского – Str.Mozhayskogo’(Mozhaysky Street) shows that the translator obviously forgot to put the 
surname of a person in whose honor the street was named, into the Nominative case instead of the Genitive case used 
in Russian: ‘Ibragimova’ (Gen.) instead of ‘Ibragimov’ (Nom.) or ‘Mozhayskogo’ (Gen.) instead of ‘Mozhaysky’ 
(Nom.). Another truly puzzling road sign translation: ‘Пр-т Фатыха Амирхана – Ave. Fatih Amirhana’. Here the 
name of the avenue also comes after the actual word ‘avenue’, and the surname of the person in whose honor the street 
was named is left in the Genitive case –‘Amirhana’ (Gen.) instead of ‘Amirhan’ (Nom.), whereas his first name was 
changed into Nominative case – ‘Fatih’ (Nom.).  
It seems that some translations were done inconsistently, just for the sake of giving the city a “global image” for a 
major sporting event, overlooking the rules of English spelling and word order. As time goes by, some incorrect street 
names and road signs get changed, so now one can also see correct English translations: ‘Ул.Вишневского – 
Vishnevsky Str.’, ‘Ул.Подлужная – Podluzhnaya Str.’, ‘Ул.Халева – Halev Str.’. This positive tendency reflects a 
growing relevance of English in the urban landscape of modern Kazan, and the higher social prestige attached to the 
good knowledge of English displayed by the city’s inhabitants. Hopefully, soon the transition from bilingualism to 
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trilingualism in Kazan will result in all of the signs and posters containing mistakes being removed and corrected. 
Meanwhile Kazan is only getting used to being comfortable in its new image of an emerging global city.  
7. English company names as an integral part of global city linguistic landscape 
English as lingua franca and a transmitter of globalization trends is currently gaining momentum in the linguistic 
landscape of Kazan, which is also reflected in the business sphere. While the Tatar language is regarded to be a 
national identity marker connected with the notions of “national heritage”, “local flavor”, “traditions and customs”, 
Russian is viewed as an indispensable marketing tool for reaching towards Russia’s federal market, and English as 
the most socially prestigious language of all is associated with more upscale, sophisticated goods and services which 
subsequently mean higher profits and more success in the business world. English company names are associated with 
global business markets and international corporate standards. Apart from international brands/companies, many local 
firms in Kazan bear English names. Some represent transliterations of Russian words or misspelled English words. 
Many names sound English but are written in Russian alphabet. Some are blends of Russian/English/Tatar 
words/letters. 
The free online advertising database 2GIS (www.2gis.ru) containing the official information about Kazan’s 
businesses and services (over 60,000 entities) provides an invaluable insight into the peculiarities of local company 
names making up the linguistic landscape of the emerging global city. For the purpose of our research we have selected 
a total of around 2,000 entities in 8 categories: ‘Ateliers and Dressmaker Salons’, ‘Cafes and Restaurants’, ‘Car 
Washing Facilities’, ‘Computer Maintenance and Repair Shops’, ‘Dental Clinics’, ‘Drycleaner’s Shops’, ‘Petrol 
Stations’, ‘Watch Repair Shops’. The percentage of Russian, Tatar and English company names (or names bearing 
elements of English in the forms of transcriptions, transliterations, fusions, blends or simply using the letters of English 
alphabet) has been calculated for each category (see Table 1). 
     Table 1. Distribution of company names in the linguistic landscape of Kazan. 
Type of business Total number 
of companies 
Russian company names Tatar company names English company names 
Ateliers and Dressmaker 
Salons 
303 250 (82%) 14 (5%) 39 (13%) 
Cafes and Restaurants 376 261 (69%) 27 (7%) 88 (24%) 
Car Washing Facilities 285 236 (83%) 5 (2%) 44 (15%) 
Computer Maintenance 
and Repair Shops 
321 211 (66%) 0 (0%) 110 (34%) 
Dental Clinics 340 278 (82%) 21 (6%) 41 (12%) 
Drycleaner’s Shops 78 35 (45%) 1 (1%) 42 (54%) 
Petrol Stations 244 234 (96%) 1 (0,5%) 9 (3,5%) 
Watch Repair Shops 49 44 (90%) 0 (0%) 5 (10%) 
 
Quantitative analysis of data has shown that the highest rate of English company names (54%) is observed in the 
category ‘Drycleaner’s Shops’ due to the presence of international dry-cleaning chains working all over Russia: 
‘Мистер Клин’ – ‘Mister Clean’(20), Luxdry (4), Renzacci (8),Blestalia(5), Dryman(2) etc.  
‘Computer Maintenance and repair shops’ come second with 34% of English names, which shows high levels of 
linguistic exposure to the global market in this field.  
‘Cafes and restaurants’ category with 24% of all names written in or translated into English proves the idea of 
globalization bringing forward the most advantageous and socially prestigious notions, associated with English. 
Unsurprisingly, this category has the highest percentage of Tatar names as well (7%), which clearly shows the two 
major trends in the linguistic landscape of Kazan and Tatarstan at large – globalization via English and glocalization 
by means of preserving one’s native tongue  
Car washing facilities and ateliers use English names to promote their goods and services as more upscale, 
exclusive and sophisticated ones. The aura of Englishness, of belonging and sharing common Western values is 
undoubtedly very lucrative in terms of attracting potential customers and making extra profit. 
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Selective analysis of English company names in the given categories has enabled us to draw the following 
conclusions. While the majority of businesses choose conventional Russian names for their companies, aiming at their 
potential Russian-speaking customers constituting the majority of the population in Kazan, some companies wish to 
enhance their global image by choosing English names: ‘Express Petrol’, ‘Premium Motors’, ‘Watch Service’, 
‘Classic Collection’ etc. In some cases company owners may use English words that are not associated with the 
company’s field of activity: ‘Skyline’ computer repair shop or ‘Indever’ (transcription of ‘endeavour’) atelier, ‘Grass’ 
and ‘Life’ car washing companies etc. Spelling rules of English are not always observed, as the main focus is made 
on the phonetic similarity, therefore we observe such company names as ‘VIP Servis’ (instead of ‘VIP Service’), 
‘Chtorm Avto’ (‘Storm Auto’), etc. Many company names are transcriptions/transliterations of English words using 
Russian alphabet: ‘Кар Сервис’ (Car Service), ‘Клинкар’ (Clean Car), ‘Драйв Моторс’(Drive Motors), Смайл 
Клиник (Smile Clinic) etc. At times there is little or no semantic connection between the lexical unit used as company 
name and the sphere of activity the company is engaged in, which means the English words are used solely for the 
purpose of prestige. Certain company names are transliterated Russian words written using Latin alphabet: ‘Ya 
Boginya”atelier (‘Я богиня’ – ‘I am a goddess’), ‘Zoloto116.ru’(‘Золото’ – ‘gold’), ‘Voda-Sneg’ restaurant (‘Voda’ 
– ‘вода’- ‘water’, ‘sneg’ –‘снег’ – ‘snow’.  
Some company names are unique blends of Russian and English/ Tatar and English: ‘Beerложа’ restaurant  bears 
certain similarities to the Russian word ‘берлога’ ‘a bear’s hibernation den’, ‘Сушилар’ restaurant (‘суши’ meaning 
‘sushi’ in Russian and ‘-лар’ being a Tatar plural suffix.), or ‘Миллидент” dental clinic (‘милли’ meaning ‘folk, 
people’s’ in Tatar) etc. It should be noted that these company names are aimed at Russian-speaking clientele, as hardly 
any English-speaking person will understand the meaning of such words or relate such company names to the areas 
of business activity the firms are engaged in. Therefore, the usage of English alphabet is also aimed at enhancing the 
social prestige of the company for Russian-speaking customers who will consider this firm to be a foreign one and 
associate it with European business standards and established practices. 
8. Conclusion 
It may be concluded that due to the introduction of English into the linguistic landscape of Kazan and the mindsets 
of its inhabitants, diverse and at times inconsistent linguistic practices involving Russian, Tatar and English languages 
reflect the transition from a strictly bilingual linguistic environment to a more global multilingual one. This process 
is still ongoing and its results will require both synchronic and diachronic in-depth analysis in order to establish the 
degrees of influence of English translations and vocabulary on the national identities of the local population of Kazan. 
Learning the mechanisms of creating global urban environments by means of introducing English as a lingua franca 
into non-English speaking communities may prove to be key to understanding deeper sociolinguistic processes 
happening in our globalizing multiethnic society.  
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